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Abstract—Two pilot pulsed power sources were developed
for fundamental investigations and industrial demonstrations of
treatment of conducting liquids. The developed heavy-duty power
sources have an output voltage of 100 kV (rise time 10 ns, pulse
duration 150 ns, pulse repetition rate maximum 1000 pps). A pulse
energy of 0.5–3 J/pulse and an average pulse power of 1.5 kW
have been achieved with an efficiency of about 80%. In addition,
adequate electromagnetic compatibility is achieved between the
high-voltage pulse sources and the surrounding equipment.

Various applications, such as the use of pulsed electric fields
(PEF’s) or pulsed corona discharges for inactivation of microor-
ganisms in liquids or air, have been tested in the laboratory. For
PEF treatment, homogeneous electric fields in the liquid of up
to 70 kV/cm at a pulse repetition rate of 10–400 pps could be
achieved. The inactivation is found to be 85 kJ/L per log reduction
for Pseudomonas fluorescensand 500 kJ/L per log reduction for
spores ofBacillus cereus.

Corona directly applied to the liquid is found to be more efficient
than PEF. With direct corona we achieve 25 kJ/L per log reduction
for both Gram positive and Gram negative bacteria. For air dis-
infection using our corona pulse source, the measured efficiencies
are excellent: 2 J/L per log reduction.

Index Terms—Cold pasteurization, inactivation of microorgan-
isms, membrane breakdown, pulsed corona, pulsed electric fields
(PEF’s), pulsed power.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE USE of high-intensity pulsed electric fields (PEF’s) in
food applications such as milk and fruit juices has gained

much popularity and is claimed to represent a most promising
nonthermal alternative to conventional pasteurization methods.

Supposed mechanisms of inactivation of bacteria cells with
PEF is perforation of the cell membrane due to high voltages
across the membrane or due to current concentration in the
pores. In a cell membrane, protein channels and pores are
present [1], [2]. The opening and closing of many channels
constituted by proteins depends on the transmembrane voltage
difference [3], [4]. When PEF is applied, many voltage-sensi-
tive protein channels may open, and when the voltage difference
reaches 150–500 mV, the lipid bilayer breaks down.
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It is observed that when a cell membrane is exposed to an
electric field larger than about 25 kV/cm, irreversible electric
breakdown of the cell membrane occurs [5]. The extent of inac-
tivation depends on the strength, duration, and form of the elec-
tric pulses [6]. Pulses with duration of 100–200 ns are reported
to provide an efficient inactivation of microorganisms [7].

Nevertheless, the results with PEF published in literature
show large differences in lethal effects and levels of energy [5],
[8] under apparently similar conditions. The scatter in lethal
effects may be due to different media, the condition of the bac-
teria [9], the treatment procedure, or the change with medium
temperature of the susceptibility of the microorganisms to
pulsed electric field [10].

If taste and food qualities are not the important issues, a more
effective pulsed power method for inactivation of microorgan-
isms is direct application of pulsed corona in the liquid. This
pulsed corona method (PCOR) is based on the creation of inho-
mogeneous electric fields that are sufficiently high to generate
corona discharges in the liquid. Discharge products such as radi-
cals, ozone, aqueous electrons, and ultraviolet rays are produced
directly in the liquid to inactivate the bacteria.

An airflow can also be treated with pulsed corona to kill or
to remove microorganisms. Here, a similar interaction of dis-
charge products and organisms is the supposed mechanism. A
second possible mechanism in gases is electrostatic precipita-
tion of bacteria. In this case, the collected dust of microorgan-
isms would have to be collected in an extremely careful way to
reach the required considerable reduction on a log scale.

Both PEF and PCOR require high voltages that are gener-
ated across a liquid load. To effectively apply high voltage to a
conducting liquid, fast rise times and narrow pulses are needed
to reduce the amount of dissipation. If the crucial effects to the
liquid are limited to either high electric field or corona activity,
it could be sufficient to maintain the pulse voltage only for a
time that is on the order of the achievable rise time.

The liquid, considered as a combination of resistance and
capacitance, responds to the pulse by means of characteristic
RC time constants and voltage division over impedance ratios.
Various subsystems in the liquid have different constants. The
time constant of the liquid itself may vary from less than a
nanosecond to 10 ns. Cell membranes have time constants in
the same range.

The pulse source connected to this liquid system produces a
waveform that also depends on the impedance (and inductance)
of the source. We developed a pulse source with an impedance
of 200 that produces up to 1.5 kW of pulsed power in the load.
The source can run continuously at a pulse repetition rate of up
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to 1 kHz. The output voltage rating is 100 kV, and the pulse
width is 150 ns. The source initially was developed for air treat-
ment. For that application, the high output impedance of 200
was found adequate. The combination of this source and a liquid
treatment chamber leads to rise times of about 10 ns. In low fre-
quency approximation the impedance division between source
and load produces a considerable reduction in output voltage.

Further developments are needed to reduce the source
impedance and to increase the load resistance and to effectively
take advantage of time constants of subsystems. The result can
lead to faster rise times and higher electric fields in the liquid.
Part of this work needs to concentrate on the effect of shorter
pulses ( 150 ns) at a high repetition rate.

II. TREATMENT CHAMBERS

Various types of treatment chambers have been designed and
tested. Fig. 1 gives an overview of four basic layouts.

To apply PEF, the liquid cell is provided with electrodes. At
least two electrodes are mounted either parallel [11] or perpen-
dicular to the flow in the test cell. Since the high voltage applied
across the electrodes can be up to 100 kV, the distance between
them was kept sufficiently large to avoid discharge activity. Var-
ious shaping electrodes were added to avoid high local fields
around the electrode structure. The test cell was immersed in
transformer oil to avoid discharge activity on the external parts
of the electrode structure. Inside the cell, the field is nearly ho-
mogeneous and reaches 70 kV/cm maximum. This should be
sufficient to attack bacteria membranes.

The PCOR method can be applied in liquids as well as in air,
e.g., in a wire-cylinder geometry. As an alternative, we used a
liquid cell that has a hollow needle as central electrode and a
remote ring-shaped conductor as second electrode in the liquid
[12]. The hollow needle was fed with air or nitrogen to be bub-
bled through the liquid. High-voltage pulses were applied to the
needle. During each pulse, intense corona discharges develop in
the bubbles near the needle. The discharges disrupt the bubbles
in many microscopic fragments and also lead to discharge prod-
ucts in the liquid.

For applications in air, we used the normal wire-cylinder ge-
ometry. The reactor has a length of 3 m and a diameter of 0.25
m.

III. PULSE SOURCE

For most of our experiments, we used a heavy-duty pulse
source developed during the past years. The unit produces
100-kV pulses (10 ns risetime, 150 ns wide) at a maximum rate
of 1000 pulses per second (pps). An overall efficiency of up to
80% was obtained for the energy transfer from main’s ac power
to corona energy in gas flows at pulse repetition rates below
600 pps. The pulse energy can vary between 0.5–3 J/pulse.
Failureless operation of this unit has passed the 400-h mark.
The design has been patented [13].

Fig. 2 gives the basic principle of the pulse source. The cir-
cuit and the measuring circuits are described in detail in [14].
The circuit can be separated into a low-voltage and a high-
voltage part. The low-voltage part consists of a rectifier, two

Fig. 1. Types of treatment chambers for inactivation of microorganisms by
pulsed power: (a) perpendicular flow, (b) parallel flow, (c) bubbling needle, and
(d) wire cylinder.

resonant circuits that are switched by two thyristors, and the pri-
mary winding of the pulse transformer. The high-voltage part
includes the secondary winding of the pulse transformer, an en-
ergy storage capacitor , a triggered spark-gap SG for 32-kV
switching, and finally a transmission-line transformer (TLT) to
produce the 100-kV pulses. The high-voltage charging capacitor
C is resonantly charged to 32 kV in 50s. Then the low-induc-
tance spark-gap (50 nH, coaxial with the high-voltage capac-
itor) discharges the capacitor into the TLT. The reliability of the
spark gap is excellent; after 10pulses (total transferred charge
200 kC), only minor electrode wear is visible. The gap has to be
flushed continuously with air (30 Nm/h typically). The TLT is
made of four coaxial cables, each 50and 12 m long (RG218).

The output high voltage is measured by means of a capac-
itive sensor, and the output current is measured by means of
a single-turn Rogowski coil. From these signals, the delivered
power and energy are calculated. During an experiment, the high
voltage, current, power, and energy are monitored continuously.

With respect to electromagnetic compatibility, methods have
been developed to effectively suppress interference, in a sys-
tematic and reproducible manner, by appropriate guidelines and
rules for the layout [15]. Sensitive electrical equipment can op-
erate reliably close to the pulse source. Computers and networks
in close vicinity and in the surrounding buildings remain undis-
turbed.

For the experiments with pulsed corona discharges directly in
the liquid, a different pulse source of 50 W, 20 kV was used. It
has a longer pulselength (6s) and can run at up to 50 pps. This
pulse source will be described in Section VI.

IV. TYPICAL VALUES FORAPPLICATIONS IN CONDUCTING

LIQUIDS WITH BACTERIA

If homogeneous high fields are applied, an important field
enhancement across the membranes can occur due to inhomo-
geneities in the material constantsandρ, the dielectric per-
mittivity, and the specific resistivity. The membranes will have
properties that differ considerably from those of the surrounding
water. The value of of the membrane is assumed to be
( – ) times its value in the water, whereas the resis-
tance will be (10–40) times its value in water. However, as a
result, the time constants of the media membrane and
liquid both are in a range around 1 ns.

If the actual time constants are close together, we have a diffi-
culty in attacking membranes in liquids. Suppose that we have a
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Fig. 2. Schematic overview of the high-voltage pulsed power source.

Fig. 3. Electrical model of membrane in a liquid.

homogeneous membrane without pores and a homogeneous cell
interior with properties equal to those in the surrounding water.
An electrical model connected to this picture of membrane, ca-
pacitance, and resistance resembles the picture of a void in a
dielectric fluid (Fig. 3). If the membrane is a disk perpendic-
ular to the electric field, the high-frequency field enhancement
in the membrane is . This occurs for times shorter than
(with ). On a longer time scale, it is the resis-
tivity that determines the field enhancement. The enhancement
in this case is . In the simple case that , the divi-
sion ratio of the membrane over the liquid is constant and equals

. Here, is the undisturbed electric field in the liquid,
is the applied voltage, andis the thickness of the membrane.

The voltage across the membrane is . It is often assumed
that 1 V across the membrane will lead to inactivation [5]. For
typical values of cm and we find that the
applied field needed to reach 1 V across the membrane is 25
kV/cm. To calculate the needed source voltage, the reduction
due to source over liquid impedance also has to be taken into
account. A typical value would be a reduction of two. For an
electrode distance of 1 cm, the applied voltage source therefore
should produce 50-kV pulses.

V. PEF TREATMENT IN WATER

The treatment cell [shown in Fig. 1(a)] has a diameter of 40
mm and is placed in series with a closed-loop circulating flow
system of 0.5 L total volume. The liquid is water with a resis-
tivity of 35 m. The flow is 200 L/h, the energy per pulse is
1.85 J, and the repetition rate is 215 pps. The electrodes are per-
pendicular to the flow, and the distance between them is 16 mm

[11]. The electrodes are connected to the output of the 100-kV
pulse source shown in Fig. 2.

Pseudomonas fluorescensB337 was grown overnight in
nutrient broth at 30C. During this incubation, concentrations
of 10 colony forming units (cfu’s) per milliliter were reached.
In order to prepare spore suspensions, sporulation ofBacillus
cereusP5 was achieved on nutrient agar plates containing 7
mg/L manganese. After incubation for seven days at 30C,
spores were washed from the surface with sterile distilled
water. The final concentration of the suspension was 10spores
per milliliter. The levels of the spores were checked by plate
counting on plate count agar containing 1% of skim milk
(PCMA).

Bacterial or spore suspensions were diluted in sterile distilled
water to obtain an initial inoculum level of 10–10 mL to
carry out the experiments. This level was checked by surface
streaking on PCMA.

The samples taken during the experiment were cooled in ice
water. The levels of vegetative bacteria surviving the treatment
were determined by plate counting on PCMA. To count the con-
centration of spores, a heat treatment of 10 min at 80C was
carried out to inactivate vegetative bacteria and to only detect
the spores. Following this heat treatment, the samples were also
plated on PCMA. The log reduction is calculated as the con-
centration of microorganisms or spores initially present (log cfu
of spores per milliliter) minus the concentrations surviving the
treatment (log cfu or spores per milliliter).

Experimental results with this chamber are promising. Fig. 4
shows the results of an experiment carried out at an electrical
field strength of 66 kV/cm. It gives a plot of the log reduction
versus the input energy (kJ/L). The input energy was measured
as the sum of the energies of the applied pulses. The samples for
microbial investigations were taken at intermediate time steps
after start of the pulse source. At a temperature of 32C both
Pseudomonas fluorescensandBacillus cereusspores were in-
activated, respectively, by more than 3 and by 0.8 log reduction.
The maximum energy input was up to 430 kJ/L. The resulting
efficiency to inactivate is 85 kJ/L per log reduction forPseu-
domonas fluorescensand some 500 kJ/L per log reduction for
Bacillus cereusspores.

The input energy also is a measure of the duration of the real
treatment time, that is, the time that each fluid element has been
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Fig. 4. Inactivation of bacteria and spores in tap water by 66 kV/cm PEF at 215 pps and a pulselength of 150 ns.

in the cell while the pulse source was running. The real treatment
time in seconds is the input energy (in kJ/L) divided by 20 (in
kJ/L/s). The number of 20 is given by the energy per pulse (in
kJ) times the repetition rate (in pps) divided by cell volume (in
L). Therefore, in our case, 430 kJ/L means a real treatment time
of 21.5 s.

VI. PCOR TREATMENT IN WATER

In this experiment, we used a culture of Gram positive and
Gram negative bacteria instead ofPseudomonas fluorescensand
Bacillus cereusvegetative cells and spores that were used in
Section V. An energy input of 14–19 W by 16–44 pps pulsed
corona is applied to the cell with the bubbling hollow needle.
The treatment cell is shown in Figs. 1(c) and 5. Air or nitrogen is
fed to the needle at a rate of 39.5 mL/min. The cell is connected
to a closed-loop flow system with a pump in series. The liquid is
water with a resistivity of 15 m. The total volume is 430 70
mL. The active corona volume is a small area near the needle
tip. The liquid was pumped at 100 L/h in the closed loop.

The important parameter is the energy density in kilojoules
per liter of the entire liquid volume. This parameter was deduced
from the time-resolved measurements of voltage and current and
from the average value of volume and pulse repetition rate. The
applied voltage is either 10 or 20 kV, and the pulse width is
6 s (at 50% peak value). The pulse source is of a different type
here: a spark gap that discharges a capacitor directly onto the
needle (see Fig. 5). The capacitor is dc charged, continuously
via a resistor. In this configuration, the repetition rate is set by
the values of charging voltage, gap setting, and resistor value.

The microbial population was prepared from the accumula-
tion of a pure culture of Gram negative and Gram positive bac-
teria. The culture was diluted into standard samples of 50 mL
of water. One to five minutes before the start of an experiment,
a standard sample was injected into the water (430 mL) in the
corona treatment chamber. The resulting initial total counts in
the unprocessed liquid are in the range of 10–10 counts per
milliliter. After PCOR treatment, samples were extracted from
the processed liquid and the setup was decontaminated. The
samples were analyzed microbiologically by surface plating on

nutrient agar. Following incubation at 30C, the plates and the
surviving bacteria were counted.

The results of the tests are given in Fig. 6 for the inactivation
of the entire bacterial population: the sum of Gram positive and
Gram negative bacteria. A near log 3 reduction can be obtained
for energy densities of 75 kJ/L. The microbiological properties
of the present flow system are insufficient to obtain better re-
duction rates.

The results of variation of voltage and polarity show that the
effects of these parameters are not considerable. It is mainly
the energy density that is the key factor for the inactivation ef-
fect. The type of gas flown through the needle also has some
influence. Air leads to an efficiency of 25 kJ/L per log reduc-
tion, whereas N2 needs 32 kJ/L per log reduction. This could
mean that apart from aqueous discharge products, also ozone
and oxygen radicals might play a role.

VII. PCOR TREATMENT IN AIR

An airflow of 197–967 m/h was fed to a 147-L wire-cylinder
treatment chamber. The reactor of Fig. 1(d) is connected to the
pulse source of Fig. 2. The air was environmental air from the
building. The corona power during all experiments was 612 W
average. The pulse voltage is 100 kV, the repetition rate 600 pps,
and the pulse width 150 ns (at 50% peak voltage).

Achieved reductions of bacteria, spores, and yeast in the ap-
plied environmental airflow are estimated by means of PCA and
OGY sampling. Total counts of PCA and OGY (total microor-
ganisms including yeasts) before and after processing are pre-
sented here. The sampling technique was performed using a ro-
tating collector during 8 min in the air flow. Instrumentation was
the RCS Airsampler of Biotest, Germany.

In the 967 m/h flow, we achieved at least one log reduction
at an energy density of only 2 J/L. The reduction efficiency may
very well prove to be higher when more detailed measurements
are done.

Particle charging in a corona discharge is a well-utilized ef-
fect in electrostatic precipitators. The charged particles are sub-
sequently transported by the electric field and collected at the
walls of the discharge chamber. To investigate whether the ob-
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Fig. 5. Setup with the bubbling needle for PCOR treatment of microorganisms in water. The flow is pumped in a closed loop containing the treatment chamber.
The high-voltage electrode in this chamber is the needle.

Fig. 6. Inactivation of gram negative bacteria by PCOR in a needle versus ring configuration. The hollow needle is flushed with air or nitrogen. The pulses are
−10 kV, 44 pps, 14 W; or +20 kV, 16 pps, and 19 W. The pulselength is 6�s.

served reductions in air are a direct consequence of the lethal
effects of corona discharges or are the result of charging and
precipitation, we also measured the particle collection efficiency
of the pulsed discharges. We found that particles of more than
5 m diameter are removed for more than 90% in a flow of 967
m /h. In a flow of 197 m/h, this figure is near 100%. Most of
the considered microorganisms, however, are in the next smaller
size range of 0.5m size m. For particles in this size range,
the precipitated fractions are only 25% and 34%, respectively.
Since the inactivation of microorganisms is much higher, it is
not the particle collection but more probably the direct lethal

effect of corona discharges that is responsible for the observed
reductions.

VIII. D ISCUSSION

Various types of pulsed power treatment of microorganisms
in water and in air were investigated. Efficiencies were ex-
pressed in terms of energy density per log reduction and are
summarized in Table I.

For liquids, PEF treatment remains preferred if food is to be
pasteurized. Parameters for PEF inactivation were estimated for
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF EFFICIENCIES OFVARIOUS TESTED METHODS ON

INACTIVATION OF MICROORGANISMS

a test cell with homogeneous electric field. A voltage of 1 V
across the membrane would coincide with a bulk E-field of some
25 kV/cm. This value may vary by a factor of two, depending on
actual values of material parameters. The effect would be similar
for bacteria and spores. However, experiments show that spores
are inactivated only at much higher energy densities. We need to
compare the supposed mechanism with another possibly impor-
tant effect: the current concentration in the pores of organisms in
the high E-field. Local heating in the pores could transform the
pores into lethal perforations of the membrane. Spores would
suffer much less from this effect, which might be one possible
hint for their hardness against PEF.

To arrive at industrial applications, reliable pulse sources such
as the one demonstrated here have to be further developed and
made more powerful with longer proven life time. High ener-
gies are needed even for direct corona treatment. Further devel-
opments are needed to improve the efficiencies to values below
10 kJ/L per log reduction.
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